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THE INVENTED PART
RODRIGO FRESÁN

Trans. from the Spanish by Will Vanderhyden

A

n aging writer, disillusioned with the state of literary culture,
attempts to disappear in the most cosmically dramatic manner:

traveling to the Hadron Collider, merging with the God particle,
and transforming into an omnipresent deity—a meta-writer—capa-

ble of rewriting reality.
With biting humor and a propulsive, contagious style, amid the accelerated particles of
his characteristic obsessions—the writing of F. Scott Fitzgerald, the music of Pink Floyd and
The Kinks, 2001: A Space Odyssey, the links between great art and the lives of the artists
who create it—Fresán takes us on a whirlwind tour of writers and muses, madness and
genius, friendships, broken families, and alternate realities, exploring themes of childhood,
loss, memory, aging, and death.
Drawing inspiration from the scope of modern classics and the structural pyrotechnics
of the postmodern masters, the Argentine once referred to as “a pop Borges” delivers a
powerful defense of great literature, a celebration of reading and writing, of the invented
parts—the stories we tell ourselves to give shape to our world.

“A kaleidoscopic, open-hearted, shamelessly polymathic storyteller, the
kind who brings a blast of oxygen into the room.”
—Jonathan Lethem
“Rodrigo Fresán is a marvelous writer, a direct descendent of Adolfo
Bioy Casares and Jorge Luis Borges, but with his own voice and of
his own time.”
—John Banville

FIRST ENGLISH TRANSLATION
MAY 16, 2017
$18.95 (pb) | Novel
700 pgs. | 6” x 9”
978-1-940953-56-4
$15.95 (ebook)
978-1-940953-57-1
(World)
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Rodrigo Fresán is the author of nine novels, including Kensington Gardens,
Mantra, and The Bottom of the Sky. His works incorporate many elements
from science-fiction (Philip K. Dick in particular) alongside pop culture and
literary references.
Will Vanderhyden received an MA in Literary Translation from the University of Rochester. He has translated fiction by Carlos Labbé, Edgardo
Cozarinsky, Alfredo Bryce Echenique, Juan Marsé, Rafael Sánchez Ferlosio, Rodrigo Fresán, and Elvio Gandolfo.
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FROM THE INVENTED PART
RODRIGO FRESÁN

I

n the same way, the same pathology, the

a father dies, his

Demolish from his memory the shared palace

[. . .]

imminence of the diagnosis is translated

son—beyond the

of his son’s memory. So, first, the father burns

In “And That’s When the Trouble Started,”

into a torrent of ideas that he writes down

pain he might end

all his drawings, gives away the tiny clothes,

an adolescent boy tells his father again the

in his notebook, in a delirious fever out of

up feeling—also

puts toys in bags and takes them to hospitals

same thing he’s been telling him all his life:

which bursts the possibly last but revealing

feels somewhat liberated, knowing that his

and orphanages, calls a charity organiza-

that when he grows up—not long now—

words of a dying man. In storylines closer

father is no longer thinking of him. On the

tion to have them come take away his son’s

he’s going to be what he already is even

to something—a kind of oriental and exotic

other hand, when the son is the one dying,

rocket-shaped bed. But soon he discovers

though he hasn’t published anything yet: a

writing—he read once called biji than to

the fact that he no longer thinks of him is, for

that it’s not working, that it’s not enough: the

writer. His father tells him that it’d be better

the western and exceedingly played-out

the father, a biblical punishment, a private

pain is still there, he can’t forget him, his son

to pursue a career where he could make

short story. Contained yet open plot cap-

plague. And his son has died even before

is more present than ever in the increasingly

a living from writing. Writing ad copy, for

sules that, for once, more closely resemble

his grandparents, the father’s own parents,

full void he’s left behind. The next step, it’s

example. And, since the boy ignores him,

Chekov and Munro than his typical hurricane

whom, presumably, he will also see die.

clear, is to end things with his wife, with the

the father tells him he’ll send his stories to a

stories, blowing from all directions at once,

And nobody will see his death. Nobody,

mother—because it all began with her, it

writer friend of his who runs a magazine, to

as if everyone in them were talking at the

yes, will live to tell it. Nobody will survive

was her he entered so his son would come

put him in his place. So he does, and the

same time and not raising their hand to ask

to tell him about it. Now, that man is out-

out. He cuts her into pieces, buries her in

writer friend invites the son to write for the

permission first.

side all logic of time and space, the normal

the garden; but the relief doesn’t last long.

magazine. And the son does that for a living

Just passing in front of his son’s school; or

while writing his first book, which doesn’t go

approaching that cinema where they went to

at all badly for him. From that point on, the

see Toy Story, all three of them, for the first of

father never stops asking and forbidding him

many times; or the place where they ate their

to “put him in one of his little stories” but

favorite hamburgers; or . . . What follows is

always wishing he would.

In “Loss,” a father fights against the death

course of the story has been altered. So, he

of his son. And, of course, he loses. Now that

decides, anything is possible, anything can

father—suddenly an ex-father—knows how

happen. Because the worst thing that can

to respond when people ask him what’s the

happen to someone has already happened

worst thing that’s happened to you in your life.

to him. Which means that now nothing can

Now, in addition, he knows how to respond

happen to him but the expansive wave of

when people ask what’s the worst thing that

what keeps on happening, what expands,

will happen to you in your life—because

what occupies more space all the time inside

it already happened. There’s nothing more

and outside of him and what will soon con-

horrible than having all the answers, there’s

tain and devour everything, down to the last

nothing worse than knowing nobody has the

beam of light, until everything is void and

answer to his question and that that question

black and hole. Last rights pronounced, the

is “why?” It’s not fair to have to live through

first displays of affection from acquaintances,

the death of a child. His son won’t see him

and that’s it, the father decides that the only

for the rest of the planet; because his son

In “With Childish Handwriting,” only a

grow old and he won’t see the beginning

way he’ll be able to overcome the pain will

loved geography and knew so much about

few words are written: “Daddy Dearest: for

of his son’s old age. Suddenly, everything

be to eliminate all traces of his son. Delete.

other countries and told him that, when he

your information, starting today, I’ll be sleep-

is going against the natural order of things.

Erase him as if he’d never existed to the point

grew up, he wanted to be “the person who

ing with a big knife under my pillow. Your

The natural order that determines that, when

where he’d even forget that he’d erased him.

chooses the colors of the countries on maps.”

daughter, M.”
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a hurricane of death and destruction transmit-

At the end of “Correction,” a mother asks

ted live and direct from helicopter-mounted

her daughter—while at the same time she

cameras. Flames, explosions, screams. Nei-

answers herself; because it’s one of those

ther the police nor the army are able to stop

questions that are actually a statement with

him; and the father feels he’s the chosen one,

just a solitary and final word catching the

invulnerable, an unstoppable force of nature,

question mark—“You don’t have any reason

a Shiva dancing her last dance. At sunrise,

to resent me, right?” To which the daughter

almost nothing remains of the small city and

responds: “I resent you for nothing; which is

our hero—a man on a mission—departs

not the same thing.”
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ISLAND OF POINT NEMO
JEAN-MARIE BLAS DE ROBLÈS
Trans. from the French by Hannah Chute

A

stolen diamond and three right feet, wearing shoes of a nonexistent brand, that wash ashore in Scotland set into motion

the first plot of Island of Point Nemo, a rollicking Jules Verne-like
adventure narrative that crosses continents and oceans, involves
multilingual codes, a world-famous villain, and three eccentrically loopy detectives.
Running parallel is the story of B@bil Books, an e-reader factory in France filled with its
own set of colorful characters, including the impotent Dieumercie and his randy wife, who
will stop at nothing—including a suspect ritual involving bees—to fix his “problem,” and their
abusive boss Wang-li Wong, obsessed with carrier pigeons and spying on his employees.
With the humor of a Jasper Fforde novel, and the structure of a Haruki Murakami one,
Island of Point Nemo is a literary puzzle and grand testament to the power of storytelling—even in our digital age.

“Those of you who stay with Blas de Roblès’s ultimately quite satisfying
novel will find yourselves with a new European literary star to steer by.”
—Alan Cheuse, NPR
“Psychodrama meets history meets mystery—vintage Umberto Eco territory, as practiced by French philosophy professor turned novelist Blas
de Roblès.”
—Kirkus Reviews

FIRST ENGLISH TRANSLATION
AUGUST 15, 2017
$17.95 (pb) | Novel
450 pgs. | 5.5” x 8.5”
978-1-940953-62-5
$14.95 (ebook)
978-1-940953-63-2
(World)
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Born in Algeria, Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès is a truly international writer,
having spent significant time in Brazil, France, Taiwan, and Libya. His
novel Where Tigers Are at Home won the Fnac, Giono, and Médicis
Prizes. Island of Point Nemo is his ninth novel.
Hannah Chute has an MA in Literary Translation from the University of
Rochester. In 2015, she received the Banff Centre Scholarship to work on
Island of Point Nemo, her first full-length translation.
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FROM ISLAND OF POINT NEMO
JEAN-MARIE BLAS DE ROBLÈS

M

artial Canterel was forty-five. Imag-

“Delighted,” said

mummified by the salt, this appendage was

“Yes,” said Holmes. “‘Destiny,’ the Greeks’

ine a thin face, hair pulled back and

Canterel, eagerly

still shod in a sneaker. Two days later, thirty

sticking up in all directions . . . big green

shaking his hand.

kilometers to the east, at the source of the

“Except that this make does not exist,”

eyes with lashes so thick that one would

“Grimod?”

unalterable ‘necessity’ . . .”

loch at Glen Shiel, the sea washed up a

continued Grimod, sniffing his glass of scotch.

have thought him naturally made-up, a nice

“Grimod de la Reynière,” continued

second, quite similar foot. And, yesterday,

“However,” added Holmes, “it is the name

nose, and—between a French mustache

Holmes, noticeably embarrassed. “It’s a long

to the south of Kyle of Lochalsh—that is, at

of the jewel that was stolen this week from

and a tuft of hairs forming a fan on his lower

story, I’ll tell it to you one of these days. But I

the tip of an equilateral triangle formed by

the heart of that same triangle, Eilean Donan

lip—a fleshy little mouth with a disconcerting

am here regarding a more important matter.

the two previous points—Mrs. Glenfidich’s

Castle . . .”

pout. His mustache was no less bizarre: very

Would it be possible to discuss it while not

dog brought his mistress a third foot, hewn

thick beneath the nose, it undulated out hori-

standing on one foot?”

off in a similar manner and also wearing the

“To the point, Shylock, get to the point!”
exclaimed Canterel.

zontally, stretching to an uncommon length

“Forgive me,” said Canterel. “I will find

same kind of shoe. These gruesome discov-

“The Ananke,” Holmes continued without

before rising up, and then fading into tawny

us a more suitable place. Miss Sherrington,”

eries are rare in a county where there are

losing his composure, “is the largest diamond

whiskers. Canterel maintained it obsessively.

he said, guiding them toward an adjoining

neither sharks nor crocodiles; moreover, the

ever excavated from an earthly mine: eight

Add to this a braided frock coat over a

room, “tea for me, and a Longmorn 72 for

police have not had report of a single dis-

hundred carats once cut, appraised at over

waistcoat of quilted silk, a white collared

our guests, please.” He turned to Grimod.

appearance in two years.’” Holmes paused

fifteen million florins! This marvel belonged

shirt with a double bow tie the color of a

“I know Shylock’s tastes, but you may also

for a moment and lifted one finger, drawing

to Lady MacRae, widow of Lord Duncan

Périgord truffle, cashmere trousers, and grey

have tea, if you prefer . . .”

Canterel’s attention to the end of the story:

MacRae of Kintail, in other words a certain

beaver boots, and you will understand that

“Fear not, the Longmorn will be per-

“‘The plot thickens: regarding what the locals

Madame Chauchat who should not have

the figure whom we are examining cultivated

fectly fine,” said Grimod with the smile of a

are already calling the “mystery of the three

been completely erased from your memory,

the appearance of a dandy.

connoisseur.

feet,” it should be noted that these are three

if I’m not mistaken.”

[. . .]

right feet of different sizes, but shod in the

He was adjusting his collar when Holmes

“Have you read this weekend’s New

same type of shoe.’”

entered, followed by a black man whom he

Herald?” asked Holmes, pulling a notebook

“What is the make?” Canterel demanded.

did not know.

from his jacket pocket.

“Ananke . . .”

from his waistcoat pocket. “It is she—and the

“I hope you haven’t come all this way just

insurance company that offers my services at

Canterel inspected his attire in the mirror.

“Hello, my friend!” he said, stepping forward with his arms outstretched. “Just what

“You know very well that I never read the
papers . . .”

to tell me that?”

“Chauchat, Clawdia Chauchat?” Canterel murmured.
“The same,” said Holmes, pulling a cigar

an exorbitant price—who have recruited me

are you playing at, Martial, leaving me wait-

“Anyone can change, even you. But let’s

He placed a ladyfinger in the cookie-

ing at your door like some common delivery

continue. That means you did not come

dunking device that Miss Sherrington had

Canterel’s face had darkened suddenly.

man?”

across this astonishing bit of news. I’ll read it

left near his cup and used it to soak the

“Obviously, this changes everything,”

[. . .]

to you: ‘Last Monday, a hiker on a beach on

cookie in his tea for several seconds.

“Allow me to introduce Grimod, my but-

the Isle of Skye, in Scotland, was surprised

ler,” said Holmes.

to discover a human foot cut off at mid-calf;

Spring/Summer 2017
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“Ananke, you say?” he resumed, bringing
the moistened cookie to his lips.
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to retrieve this magnificent stone.”

he said, massaging his temples with two
fingers. “Miss Sherrington, I beg you, I am
going to need some of my medication . . .”

TÓMAS JÓNSSON, BESTSELLER
GUÐBERGER BERGSSON
Trans. from the Icelandic by Lytton Smith

A

retired, senile bank clerk confined to his basement apartment,
Tómas Jónsson decides that, since memoirs are all the rage,

he’s going to write his own—a sure bestseller—that will also right
the wrongs of contemporary Icelandic society. Egoistic, cranky,
and digressive, Tómas blasts away while relating pick-up techniques, meditations on chamber pot use, ways to assign monetary value to noise pollution, and much more. His rants
parody and subvert the idea of the memoir—something that’s as relevant today in our
memoir-obsessed society as it was when the novel was first published.
Considered by many to be the “Icelandic Ulysses” for its wordplay, neologisms, structural
upheaval, and reinvention of what’s possible in Icelandic writing, Tómas Jónsson, Bestseller
was a bestseller, heralding a new age of Icelandic literature.

“Guðbergur Bergsson achieved success with his novel Tómas Jónsson,
Bestseller, which shocked Icelandic readers in innumerable ways.”
—Dagný Kristjánsdóttir
“Bergsson is known in his homeland for his translations of Gabriel
García Márquez, and the debt to García Marquez is clear in this
sparsely sensual, idyllic fable of country matters.”
—Publishers Weekly

FIRST ENGLISH TRANSLATION
JULY 11, 2017
$17.95 (pb) | Novel
500 pgs. | 5.5” x 8.5”
978-1-934824-60-1

Guðbergur Bergsson is the author of twenty-one books, from novels to
children’s literature, and a translator from Spanish into Icelandic. He has
received the Icelandic Literary Prize and the Nordic Prize.

$14.95 (ebook)
978-1-940953-61-8

Lytton Smith is the author of The All-Purpose Magical Tent, and has
translated works from Bragi Ólafsson, Jón Gnarr, and Kristin Ómarsdóttir,
among others.

(World)
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FROM TÓMAS JÓNSSON, BESTSELLER
GUÐBERGER BERGSSON

A Memoir

the very same I set

the others. I am inclined to the opinion that

and baldness run in my family.) Clouds cover

myself. I considered

the value of a property increases in this way,

both my eyes, never drawing away from “the

I am descended from the bravest, bluest-

them to be decent

at least in the eyes of anyone paying install-

edge of the sun” but instead shielding the sun

eyed Vikings. I am related to court poets and

and unquestionable,

ments on a house at fixed intervals. Such

the whole day, until the day wraps itself in

victorious kings. I am an Icelander. My name

such that the property owner could enjoy the

selflessness and self-sacrifice is my mode of

civil twilight. Yet I have always been, and

is Tómas Jónsson. I am an ancient

benefit of some privileges in his own home,

thinking, what concerns me and myself only.

still am, capable of distinguishing night from

the musician agreed to the rental stipulations,

I strive to improve my discipline, and control

day and, peculiar as it may sound, I can tell

what’s more he got a written document off

the back-sliding oscillations of my disposition

red from white, so I write in red ink formerly

with an increasing severity of external argu-

I put the income from my subletting in a par-

ments. yes shouted that oppressive spirituality

ticular savings account book, and preserved

Finally I gave up on all the rental stipula-

it there until receiving the envelope (brown)

tions, deciding the apartment had to stop

labeled with a pretty signature, about which

being a pigsty and a twisted den of

Sigurdur one let words fall, how it resembled

debauchery; I lived alone for a short time.

copperplate—Sigmundur promised him,

It’s a great benefit for a person to live totally

probably, the teacher—in all likelihood I

alone, all by themself—O, wondrous days of

was then twelve years old. (For amusement’s

solitude—independent of everything except

sake, as an aside, I want to note duly, that

his own whims and eccentricities, which I tell

I received an official acknowledgment from

myself as praise, are long won and hard-

the King of Iceland and Denmark, who

fought. I have become like the world around

provided schoolchildren with recognition for

me. I live all alone within my own four walls,

their pretty handwriting. Not to this day has

and I had put to the test by fiddling and

anyone had such recognition as I received.)

patching variously the things that had gone

On the very middle of the envelope was

no, no

me stating that he could practice his electric
guitar every day between four and five
First Volume

o’clock in the afternoon, equivalent in value
to one square meter of apartment, since

to my mind, it seems easiest to begin this

my bedroom was larger by a floor-braid

way, First Volume, and as a result I can move

according to the blueprint. He accepted this

right away to the main kernel of the materi

not because he was legally keen to pay an

al: In the first years of the Second World

equal amount of rent, but as I clearly stated

War, I took into my apartment some lodgers,

in the rental agreement: A state of complete

Svein and Katrina, a married couple with

silence pertaining in a bedroom that is one

five children: Stína, who died; Dóri, their son,

square meter smaller than the other in the

a male childling, and a small cat named

same apartment, the person in question can

Títa, at this moment, he’s napping soft and

pay an unequal, lesser amount of rent. But if

warm against me and has returned along

unusual, private noise carries from the smaller

with Anna and Magnus and Dóra so that I

room then the tenant in question, who is

reckon he’s all grown up and, what’s more,

responsible for the sounds, is obligated to

there’s a new addition to the group, Herman,

pay the same rent in respect to the tenant

amuck the while I rented out the apartment. I

recorded in red ink: The rental income of

I hear them call him, cursed be always the

who lives beside him. Two hours a day for

forgot myself in the time while passed living

Tómas Jónsson. Fine digits swimming on blue

day when they returned, and the musician,

guitar practice, I therefore reason, according

on the earlier rents, lost in myself, and incom-

waves. In every wave-trough and under the

who rented the small bedroom on the other

to my own opinion and to the best of my

prehensibly I stopped taking rent from Anna

wave-crests there was a little period. The far

side of the partition, i.e. of the bedroom

knowledge, is equivalent to one square meter

and Magnus, and on top of everything the

end of the signature rose a rocky coastline

where I myself presently live, but his play-

(1m2). You old financial fox, I sometimes tell

blindness which the doctors had managed

with a tall lighthouse shining over the sea.

ing carries into this bedroom, which is very

myself in a humorous tone, you clearly ought

to keep at bay until now worsened. I suffered

I considered it finished, and the lighthouse

much smaller in size. His rental terms were

to make the same payment for lodging as

from congenital blindness. (Both blindness

was an icon—my very own icon.

Spring/Summer 2017
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SALKI

WOJCIECH NOWICKI
Trans. from the Polish by Jan Pytalski

L

ying in bed in Gotland after a writer’s conference, thinking about
his compulsive desire to travel—and the uncomfortable tensions

this desire creates—the narrator of Salki starts recounting tragic
stories of his family’s past, detailing their lives, struggles, and fears
in twentieth-century Eastern Europe. In these pieces, he investigates various “salkis”—attic
rooms where memories and memorabilia are stored—real and metaphorical, investigating
old documents to better understand the violence of recent times.
Winner of the prestigious Gdynia Literary Award for Essay, Salki is in the tradition of the
works of W. G. Sebald and Ryszard Kapuściński, utilizing techniques of Polish reportage in
creating a landscape of memory that is moving and historically powerful.

“It all blends here unexpectedly: that past and memory with the present and space. . . . At times, your skin will crawl with pleasure from
reading.”
—Andrzej Stasiuk
“A masterful tribute to Georges Perec. . . . There is no future or past,
but rather chains of ideas and associations that complement each
other. In that sense, Nowicki’s book reminds one of The Rings of
Saturn by Sebald.”
—Polityka

FIRST ENGLISH TRANSLATION
JUNE 13, 2017
$14.95 (pb) | Novel
210 pgs. | 5.5” x 8.5”
978-1-940953-58-8
$19.95 (ebook)
978-1-940953-59-5
(World)
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Wojciech Nowicki is a Polish essayist, journalist, critic, photographer, and
even writes a culinary column. He is also the co-founder of the Imago
Mundi Foundation devoted to promoting photography. Salki is his first
book to be translated into English.
Jan Pytalski is a graduate of the American Studies Center at the University
of Warsaw, and has an MA in Literary Translation from the University of
Rochester.
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FROM SALKI
WOJCIECH NOWICKI

M

y aunt would come from far away.

would tell us “was

brother would go berserk. “You talk like a

a Lithuanian policeman. Their children live

buried

the

Ukrainian!” he would shout, not sensing that,

in different countries and know very little

and after midnight there was carp in jelly

house, right where

in part, he was one himself. My other family,

about each other; and it can’t be glued

and vodka in small glasses. “Zdrowie,” my

t he

on the Nowicki side, would speak differently

back together. On both sides of the border
they would curse the enemy and praise the

The Christmas tree was in the corner,

by

t re e s

were

grandfather would say, and they would clink

planted the other day.” And she would

too. For example: “salki”—we didn’t know

glasses ceremoniously. All the ladies would

start weeping, nothing could stop her now.

this word. Salki are the rooms in an attic;

memory of their own people; it’s hardly

gasp loudly to let everyone know how

She wept all the time anyway, waving her

they also used “nyże,” for places where you

surprising they didn’t want to remember

unused to drinking vodka they were, and

arms as if drunk, and then going back to

can store your memories and memorabilia

the others. They were labeled themselves,

Grandmother would even close her eyes

peaceful weeping. Her eyes simply got wet,

right above your head. Just like those stories

oppressed, so they labeled and oppressed

and make faces. They would drink vodka

as if she suffered form chronic eye inflam-

here, the salki of my memory, which I open

others, without even realizing that they did.

and explain it helps digestion; my aunt would

mation, and she delivered her story like a

drink sitting all stiff in her chair. She barely

poorly trained actor. Bandera’s soldiers, the

swallowed and the story would begin and

bed, the floor, killing, running into the night.

everyone knew that this is how it would be

And again, trembling as if from Parkinson’s

because it’s how it always had been. She

disease, every tremble releasing an identical

had only one story: it was in Gaje Wielkie,

little cloud of history. I hated her. I begged

the troops of Stepan Bandera came into the

my parents to never invite her again with

house and murdered the entire family. “I was

her bloody story; a story that leads to mad-

laying in bed, Mom was there, Father was

ness. I didn’t care about Bandera, about

there” she would talk about the rest of the

the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, but no one

family and I can’t remember exactly what,

ever explained anything, anyway. For them,

and why there were so many people in the

Bandera was as obvious as dirt, water, or

house. Maybe someone came to visit, like it

air was for me—they were convinced you

happens in the countryside, like when there’s

don’t need to explain those things. Just like

a war? “When they came, I jumped behind

their hometown, which was an empty sound,

the bed and lay quietly on the floor, quiet as

impossible to understand, full of grief over

a mouse, and they kept shooting at Mommy,

what was long lost . . . My family used

at Daddy, soon they’d murdered them all.

words that nobody knew, nobody used,

Six people, six, all in front of me. And they

for everyone. They would even call to the

We had to calm my aunt down because

hens differently, “pul, pul, pul” instead of

she would talk about everything at once,

“cheep, cheep, cheep,” and even my Lithu-

about her dreams and those of others, about

anian grandparents differed in this regard; a

the prophecies from the dreams becoming

difference according to which history estab-

reality. She dreamt that it was 1942 and

lished its own border—my grandfather came

she was walking on an asphalt road, noth-

from Lithuania, my Grandmother came from

ing around her, only the gray ground, gray

Belarus. They would say “przeżegrać,” and

ground. She kept walking and every time

describe the horse as “cybaty”; when the

she reached the horizon there was just more

skies where ripped open by a distant storm

road. But she kept walking because she

you could hear the silent małanka. It was

wasn’t carrying anything and it was an easy

where they lived that you could find żagary

walk. She was wearing a dress, shoes, her

growing, they were the ones who would

hands were empty. And after the seventh

go out to get some braha. Their language

horizon she reached a cliff: the asphalt

was otherworldly, from a beautiful yet grim

ended and dropped into a giant canyon, a

fairytale that they nurtured within them, even

river at its bottom, and terrifying waves kept

though they seemed cheerful and pleasant.

echoing, foaming in rage. On the other side

They would contract the disease through

was her family, and others, but she couldn’t

foul air, spoil other’s minds, even though

cross because the river was as wide as the

that had nothing to do with our half of the

during the day you wanted to sit with them

Styx. And so she kept waiting for decades,

kept killing our people all through the night.

house and garden in this post-German city.

forever. Dividing lines went straight through

she waited for the number of the deceased

In the morning they dragged everyone out

They would say: “ryskal,” “banderowcy,”

the middle of the family, through the room,

in her family to match what was foretold, to

and buried them in a mass grave by the

“upowcy,” they would say “taskać” instead

the table, the bed. Two brothers would face

match the number of those standing on the

Orthodox Church.” “Only my family,” she

of “carry”; I started talking like them and my

each other, one a Polish soldier, the other

other side of that dream river.
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RECENT HITS

RECENT HITS

A GREATER MUSIC
BAE SUAH

CHRONICLE OF THE MURDERED HOUSE
LÚCIO CARDOSO

Trans. from the Korean by Deborah Smith

$13.95 (pb) | Novel
128 pgs | 5.5” x 8.5”
978-1-940953-46-5
$9.99 (ebook)
978-1-940953-47-2
(World)

Trans. from the Portuguese by Margaret Jull Costa
& Robin Patterson, Intro. by Benjamin Moser

A

O

young Korean writer falls into an icy
river in the Berlin suburbs. This sets into
motion a series of memories that move be
tween a hazy present and a period three
years ago. Throughout, her relationship with a rough-and-ready metalworker is contrasted with her friendship with a refined, music-loving
teacher who was once her lover. Riffs on music, language, and
literature—and a gut-punch of an emotional ending—all establish
Bae Suah as one of the most exciting novelists working today.

ne of the most important works of
twentieth-century Brazilian literature,
the novel relates the dissolution of a proud
family that blames its ruin on the youngest
son’s marriage to a vibrant, unpredictable, and incendiary young
woman. This family’s downfall, peppered by stories of decadence,
adultery, incest, and madness, is related through letters, diaries, memoirs, statements, and confessions penned by the various characters.
Salacious, literary, and introspective, it is Cardoso’s masterpiece.

From the author nominated for the Best Translated Book Award
and the PEN Translation Prize

“Lúcio Cardoso’s lurid and voluminous masterpiece follows the unraveling of the Meneses family. . . . Complex, gorgeous, and
heartbreaking.”—Foreword Reviews

“Bae Suah offers the chance to unknow—to see the everyday
afresh.”—Music & Literature

JUSTINE
IBEN MONDRUP

Trans. from the French by Jeffrey Zuckerman
Foreword by Brian Evenson

(World)

(North America)

RECENT HITS

RECENT HITS

$9.99 (ebook)
978-1-940953-53-3

$9.99 (ebook)
978-1-940953-51-9

“A real revolution in Brazilian literature.”—Benjamin Moser

RADIANT TERMINUS
ANTOINE VOLODINE

$17.95 (pb) | Novel
468 pgs | 5.5” x 8.5”
978-1-940953-52-6

$17.95 (pb) | Novel
592 pgs | 5.5” x 8.5”
978-1-940953-50-2

Trans. from the Danish by Kerri A. Pierce

R

A

adiant Terminus takes place after the fall
of the Second Soviet Union. Humanity
has been destroyed thanks to nuclear meltdowns, but a few communes remain, including one run by a psychotic father who can invade people’s dreams.
When a group of damaged individuals seek safety in his commune,
a plot develops to overthrow him, end his reign of mental abuse,
and restore humanity. Fantastical, unsettling, and occasionally funny,
Radiant Terminus is a key entry in Volodine’s epic literary oeuvre.

young artist’s life is upended when her
house burns down with all her artworks
inside. With little time to recreate what she’s
lost, Justine embarks on a series of sexual
escapades with a doomed intensity. We see her discovering the
misogynistic order that rules the art world, and later on as she challenges its expectations—both in the studio and in bed. The novel
veers between the erotic and the savage, resulting in a spellbinding
read from one of Denmark’s edgiest contemporary feminist writers.

“His talent surfaces time and again in luxurious, hypnotic ways.”
—Publishers Weekly

“A genuinely brilliant new novel and a new voice full of character.”
—Weekendavise

“Skillfully crafted, fusing elements of science fiction with magical
realism and political commentary.”—Music & Literature

“When Mondrup’s prose is ablaze, cruising around with her inside
a bruised and beaten artist’s soul is a veritable party.”—Politiken
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$14.95 (pb) | Novel
218 pgs | 5.5” x 8.5”
978-1-940953-48-9
$9.99 (ebook)
978-1-940953-49-6
(World)

BACKLIST
Open Letter searches for works that are extraordinary and influential.

Ābele, Inga (Latvia)
High Tide. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-80-1; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-82-5
Aidt, Naja Marie (Denmark)
Rock, Paper, Scissors. $16.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-16-8; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-17-5
Allen, Esther et al. (ed.) (World)
The Man Between: Michael Henry Heim &
a Life in Translation. $12.95 (pb), essays,
978-1-940953-00-7; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-04-5
Bae, Suah (South Korea)
A Greater Music. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-46-5; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-47-2
Basara, Svetislav (Serbia)
The Cyclist Conspiracy. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-58-0; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-61-0
Can, Xue (China)
Frontier. $16.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-54-0; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-55-7
Vertical Motion. $13.95 (pb), short fiction,
978-1-934824-37-5; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-51-1

BACKLIST
We hope these books become the classics of tomorrow.

My Two Worlds. $12.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-28-3; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-49-8

Grunberg, Arnon (Netherlands)

The Planets. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-39-9; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-66-5

Haddad, Hubert (France)

Tirza. $16.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-934824-69-6

978-1-934824-92-4; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-93-1

Rochester Knockings: A Novel of the Fox Sisters.

Chirinos, Eduardo (Peru)
The Smoke of Distant Fires. $13.95 (pb), poems,
978-1-934824-38-2

Ergo. $13.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-934824-17-7

$9.99 (ebook) 978-1-940953-21-2

Landscape in Concrete. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-14-6

Hareven, Gail (Israel)
Lies, First Person. $15.95 (pb), novel,
(ebook) 978-1-940953-07-6
Igov, Angel (Bulgaria)

L’Amour. $12.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-934824-79-5

A Short Tale of Shame. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-76-4; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-81-8

The Sailor from Gibraltar. $12.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-04-7

Ilf, Ilya and Evgeny Petrov (Russia)
Énard, Mathias (France)
Street of Thieves. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-01-4; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-05-2

The Golden Calf. $15.95 (pb), novel,

Zone. $16.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-934824-26-9;
$9.99 (ebook) 978-1-934824-83-2

Karabashliev, Zachary (Bulgaria)

978-1-934824-07-8; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-52-8

18% Gray. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-71-9; $9.99

Fernández, Macedonio (Argentina)
The Museum of Eterna’s Novel. $14.95 (pb),
novel, 978-1-934824-06-1

Lind, Jakov (Austria)

$16.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-940953-20-5;

978-1-940953-03-8; $9.99

Duras, Marguerite (France)
Abahn Sabana David. $12.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-36-6; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-40-3

Maier, Andreas (Germany)
Klausen. $14.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-934824-16-0
Mariani, Lucio (Italy)
Traces of Time. $14.95 (pb), poems,
978-1-940953-14-4; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-15-1
Michalopoulou, Amanda (Greece)
Why I Killed My Best Friend. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-74-0 $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-94-8
Miles, Valerie (World)
A Thousand Forests in One Acorn: An Anthology
of Spanish-Language Fiction. $19.95 (pb),
anthology, 978-1-934824-91-7; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-08-3

(ebook) 978-1-934824-72-6
Mondrup, Iben (Denmark)
Kjærstad, Jan (Norway)
The Discoverer. $17.95 (hc), novel,

Fonseca, Rubem (Brazil)
The Taker & Other Stories. $15.95 (hc), short
fiction, 978-1-934824-02-3

978-1-934824-12-2
Klougart, Josefine (Denmark)

Cardoso, Lúcio (Brazil)
Chronicle of the Murdered House. $17.95 (pb),
novel, 978-1-940953-50-2; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-51-9

Gelman, Juan (Argentina)
Dark Times Filled with Light. $14.95 (pb), poems,
978-1-934824-68-9

Chejfec, Sergio (Argentina)
The Dark. $14.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-43-6; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-88-7

Gospodinov, Georgi (Bulgaria)
The Physics of Sorrow. $14.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-09-0; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-10-6

Spring/Summer 2017

Navidad & Matanza. $12.95 (pb), novel,

One of Us Is Sleeping. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-37-3; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-41-0

978-1-940953-48-9; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-49-6
Monzó, Quim (Catalonia)
Gasoline. $14.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-18-4; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-62-7
Guadalajara. $12.95 (pb), short fiction,

Labbé, Carlos (Chile)
Loquela. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-24-3; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-25-0
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978-1-934824-19-1; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-50-4
A Thousand Morons. $12.95 (pb), short fiction,
978-1-934824-41-2

BACKLIST
Open Letter searches for works that are extraordinary and influential.

Morante, Elsa (Italy)
Aracoeli. $14.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-934824-15-3
Mozzi, Giulio (Italy)
This Is the Garden. $13.95 (pb), short fiction,
978-1-934824-75-7
Neuman, Andrés (Spain)
The Things We Don’t Do. $13.95 (pb), short
fiction, 978-1-940953-18-2; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-19-9
Nordbrandt, Henrik (Denmark)
When We Leave Each Other. $14.95 (pb),
poems, 978-1-934824-42-9
Ólafsson, Bragi (Iceland)
The Ambassador. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-13-9; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-46-7
The Pets. $12.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-29-8; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-44-3
Ómarsdóttir, Kristín (Iceland)
Children in Reindeer Woods. $14.95 (pb),
novel, 978-1-934824-35-1
Paz, Diego Trelles (ed.) (World)
The Future Is Not Ours. $15.95 (pb), anthology,
978-1-934824-64-1
Pfeijffer, Ilja Leonard (Netherlands)
Rupert: A Confession. $14.95 (hc), novel,
978-1-934824-09-2
Pilch, Jerzy (Poland)
The Mighty Angel. $15.95 (hc), novel,
978-1-934824-08-5; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-47-4
My First Suicide. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-40-5; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-67-2

BACKLIST
We hope these books become the classics of tomorrow.

A Thousand Peaceful Cities. $14.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-27-6; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-48-1

The Sixty-Five Years of Washington. $14.95 (pb),
novel, 978-1-934824-20-7; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-99-3

Vaculík, Ludvík (Czech Republic)
The Guinea Pigs. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-34-4

Raud, Rein (Estonia)
The Brother. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-44-1; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-45-8

Sedakova, Olga (Russia)
In Praise of Poetry. $12.95 (pb), poems,
978-1-940953-02-1; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-06-9

Volpi, Jorge (Mexico)
Season of Ash. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-10-8

Shishkin, Mikhail (Russia)
Maidenhair. $17.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-36-8

Volodine, Antoine (France)
Bardo or Not Bardo. $12.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-33-5; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-42-7

Rodoreda, Mercè (Catalonia)
Death in Spring. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-28-1; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-45-0

Sigurðsson, Sölvi Björn (Iceland)
The Last Days of My Mother. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-73-3; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-95-5

The Selected Stories of Mercè Rodoreda.
$15.95 (pb), short fiction,
978-1-934824-31-3; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-53-5

Sosnowski, Andrzej (Poland)
Lodgings. $13.95 (pb), poems,
978-1-934824-32-0

War, So Much War. $13.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-22-9; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-23-6

Stambolova, Albena (Bulgaria)
Everything Happens as It Does. $12.95 (pb),
novel, 978-1-934824-84-9; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-87-0

Ruskov, Milen (Bulgaria)
Thrown into Nature. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-56-6; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-60-3

Stein, Benjamin (Germany)
The Canvas. $16.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-65-8

Saccomanno, Guillermo (Argentina)
Gesell Dome. $18.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-38-0

Tenev, Georgi (Bulgaria)
Party Headquarters. $12.95 (pb),
novel, 978-1-940953-26-7; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-27-4

Saer, Juan José (Argentina)
The Clouds. $14.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-34-2; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-35-9
La Grande. $16.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-21-4; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-96-2

Ugresic, Dubravka (Europe)
Europe in Sepia. $13.95 (pb), essays,
978-1-934824-89-4; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-90-0

The One Before. $12.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-78-8; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-13-7

Karaoke Culture. $15.95 (pb), essays,
978-1-934824-57-3; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-59-7

Scars. $14.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-934824-22-1;
$9.99 (ebook) 978-1-934824-98-6

Nobody’s Home. $16.95 (hc), essays,
978-1-934824-00-9
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Post-Exoticism in Ten Lessons, Lesson Eleven.
$12.95 (pb), novel, 978-1-940953-11-3;
$9.99 (ebook) 978-1-940953-12-0
Radiant Terminus. $17.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-940953-52-6; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-940953-53-3
Weinberger, Eliot (ed.) (World)
Elsewhere. $12.95 (pb), poetry anthology,
978-1-934824-85-6; $9.99
(ebook) 978-1-934824-86-3
Winterbach, Ingrid (South Africa)
The Book of Happenstance. $14.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-33-7
The Elusive Moth. $14.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-77-1
To Hell with Cronjé. $15.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-30-6
Wolf, Ror (Germany)
Two or Three Years Later. $14.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-70-2
Words Without Borders (ed.) (World)
The Wall in My Head. $15.95 (pb), anthology,
978-1-934824-23-8
Zambra, Alejandro (Chile)
The Private Lives of Trees. $12.95 (pb), novel,
978-1-934824-24-5
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Three Percent & Open Letter are premier resources for international literature.
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Open Letter
University of Rochester
Lattimore Hall #411
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Rochester, NY 14627
tel: (585) 319-0823
e-mail: contact@openletterbooks.org
BOOKSTORE/TRADE ORDERS
Open Letter titles are sold
and distributed throughout
North America by:
Consortium Book Sales & Distribution
www.cbsd.com
1-800-283-3572
Sales.Orders@cbsd.com
For bookstores in Europe,
orders should be placed through:
Turnaround Distribution
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e-mail: orders@turnaround-uk.com
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